Correction Number CP-1424

Log Summary: Add Series entity present in Real-World Model but missing in Information Model figure

Name of Standard
PS3.3 2014c

Rationale for Correction:

Inexplicably, the DICOM Information Model (as opposed to the Real-World Model) does not contain the Series entity, and never has (not in 1993), despite the relevant figure having been extensively revised over time. Add it.

Editor's Note: Now may be the time to rationalize the cardinalities wrt. the actual sequences, and the intent; e.g., why can a Series be empty but not a Study? What if there is no MPPS, etc.

Correction Wording:
7 DICOM model of the real-world

For reference, the Real-World Model Figure 7-1a is shown here:

Replace the existing Figure 7-2a shown here:

With the new Figure 7-2a shown here:
CP-1424 - Add Series entity present in Real-World Model but missing in Information Model figure